A SMART START

Directions: Welcome to a new school year! Are you curious about how this year will be different from last year -- and how it will be the same? Learn more about your teacher and your classroom as you find the information you need to complete the statements below.

Web Resources: Your Classroom

1. My room number is ________, and my teacher’s name is _______________________.

2. The school day starts at ________. The first thing we do when we come into the classroom in the morning is ____________________________________________.

3. The title of my new math book is _____________________________. It has _________ pages. To me, chapter __________ looks like the most interesting part of the book.

4. __________________________ is the name of a book in the classroom library that I’d like to read. My favorite book last year was _________________________________.

5. The area of the classroom I find most interesting is _____________________.
I’m interested in it because _________________________________.

Something to Think About: What are your goals for this school year?

Learn More: What do you want to know about the new school year? Do you wonder where the nurse’s office is? When you have specials? What to do if you're absent? Make a list of all your questions and then listen carefully to your teacher during the next few days. You’ll probably learn the answers to all of them!
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